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     Part List:  
A. Tree Top     Qty: 1 

 

 

B. Tree Middle     Qty: 1 

 

 

C. Tree Bottom    Qty: 1 

 

 

D. Metal Tree Leg Qty:1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Thanks for shopping with Jeco 

6Ft Green Needle/Pvc Mixed 

Christmas Tree 
SKU# CH-CT77/ 16010010 

    

1-800-893-3006 

Ontario, CA 91761 
 

Made in China 
 

If you have questions regarding this product, call  

1-800-893-3006 Mon.-Fri. 9:00-5:00 PST 

(California) and ask for our product specialists, or 

e-mail: cs@jeco-inc.com 

See many more products on the Internet! 

www.jeco-inc.com 
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Step 3: Insert the middle section of tree body (B) into the bottom of tree body (C), 

then take the top section (A) of the tree and it into the middle section (B) of the tree.  

 

To Assemble: 

 

Before you start to assemble your tree, choose a location near a wall outlet. 

Make sure the tree stand is placed on a level surface. 

 

Step 1:  Choose a location near a wall outlet, insert the legs (D) of the tree stand 

and lay the stand on the floor, slide the locking disk of the tree stand down until 

it snaps into place. 

 

Step 2:    Insert the bottom section of tree body (C) into the tree stand , tighten the 

three thumb screws evenly and make sure the trunk stays straight.        
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Step 4: Shape the branches to your preference by working from the bottom to the 

top, When shaping the branches start with tips farthest from the pole. One to the 

right, one to the left, and one at the center of the main stem.,slightly upseep all 

branch tips for a uniform look. 
 

 

 
 

 

WARNING-Risk of Fire and Electric Shock: 
 

1. Read all instructions and warning tags included with this tree. 

2. For Indoor and Outdoor Use. 

3. Do not place near gas or electric heaters, radiators, fireplaces, or other 

similar sources of heat. 

4. Place on a level, hard, flat surface; do not place where tree is likely floors or 

thick carpeting. 

5. Do not use candles on tree. 

6.  After assembly and adding decorations, make sure the tree is stable. If 

stable, shift the weight of the decorations, and use support wires to walls 

and/or window frames (make sure they are secure also). 

7.  Do not overload extension cords or power strips, see ratings on those 

devices and check the rating labels on the tree for compatibility. 

8.  Do not install near fountains, bathtubs, sinks, pools or other areas of 

standing water. 

9.  Only use this product with extension cords rated for indoor and outdoor use. 

 

Care and Cleaning: 
 

Step 1: Remove all ornaments and decorations. 

Step 2: Unplug the cord from the wall and then unplug each section of the tree. 

Step 3: Gently lift the tree top straight up to remove from the center section and 

fold all brancees towards the pole. 

Step 4: Carefully place all tree sections into a shipping box and tape it shut. 

Step 5: Store your tree in a cool, dry place away from sunlight. 


